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…We told that this wouldn’t have been the case, that only
the body could have died, the flesh, but we have something called soul,
spirit, inside….
Sara is a medium, and she has something that many people desire… or maybe not. Something that seemed
like a direct communication line between the earthly plane and the spiritual one. That one that many
people have been searching for centuries, and which some desperately yearn for: all the answers. Imagine
if a death person’s spirit sometimes comes to visit you… Someone who needs help because he doesn’t
know to be dead, or when he died he didn’t know what to do and, as a consequence, he feels lost; others
only appear to leave a message to their family… or worse, they just come to hurt you or mock you.
Anyone wonders what really happens once we die, where do we go or if there is a place we go to. If dead
people come and explain all of that to you, would it be helpful? In this book, you will find your answers
and all the visits Sara receives; who can tell if there is, among them, someone from our family, or just
someone we know? The souls who are mentioned in these pages are going to feel satisfied to be a part
of it. The author tells these short stories in order to make his readers understand that, even if they doubt
about it, death is not the end, it is just the beginning… of real life! Each story, canalization or steps which
is told here is real. However, behind each of them, there is a short or long conversation with a brother’s
spirit who feels lost, whom we are trying to help through advice to keep following the path of Light.
Adrian Lubian Reguero was born in Càceres, Spain, in 1957. Since he was 4, he has been living in
Igualada, a town of Barcelona. He is married and a father of two: Adrián and Sara. He doesn’t believe in
any particular religion, but he has changed thanks to his daughter Sara, who is a medium.
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